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ImTOO DVD to Apple TV Converter is an extremely easy-to-use DVD to Apple TV converter
to rip and convert DVD to Apple TV H.264/MPEG-4 (480p, 720p), MP4, FLV video with
excellent image/sound quality, and put DVD on Apple TV easily. The DVD to Apple TV
converter software also supports ripping/converting DVD to MP3, WAV, and AAC.

ImTOO DVD to Apple TV Converter is dedicated to helping you rip and convert DVD
to Apple TV MP4, H.264/MPEG-4 (480p, 720p), FLV video and convert DVD to MP3,
WAV, AAC, and put DVD movies on Apple TV with great quality and high conversion
speed!
Rich features are offered in the DVD to Apple TV converter, e.g. customize file size
through setting video bit rate, rip DVD's any segment, select target subtitle and audio,
and adjust movie quality for your television.
With just a few clicks, you can rip/convert DVD to Apple TV video with the resolution
range from 320*240 to 1280*720 so as to enjoy favorite DVD movies on Apple TV
with true-to-life quality!

Key Features

Support H.264 and MPEG-4 encoding, which can provide excellent video quality at
the lower bit rates.

Automatically read and retrieve DVD disc info online like director, actors/actresses,
year.

Split one DVD title/chapter into several Apple TV files. Rip any segment of DVD with
selectable subtitle and audio.

Let you convert DVD to Apple TV videos with the bit rate, sample rate, frame rate,
resolution, codec you want.

Customize the output file size with Bitrate Calculator. Create your own profile with the
parameters you define.

Choose diverse profiles for one original as output or clone DVD title to simultaneously
convert the copies at a time.

So efficient to run ImTOO DVD to Apple TV in the background during DVD to Apple
TV video conversion.
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Able to auto shut down your computer. So you won't have to wait for the end of
converting DVD to Apple TV.

Take a snapshot of favorite movie images when previewing and save them as JPG,
GIF, PNG, BMP formats.

system  requirements

  

OS :                          Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista, Windows 7
Ready
Processor :            1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM :                       256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk :    30MB space for installation
Graphic Card :       Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
Others :                   DVD-ROM drive
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